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Fund I Investors, 

We hope that your summers are off to great starts and that you are all getting back to a
somewhat normal social life! Here is your Cofounders Capital Fund I update. We realize
that this is a lot of information but we strongly encourage you to read at least the first
three pages which we believe present some excellent benchmarking as to how your
investment with us is fairing.

Distribution!

There will be a cash distribution
coming to you within the next
three weeks, the result of
cashing out our ParkMyCloud
stock, selling EmployUs, and
getting a final escrow payment
on our sale of Tesser Health
last year.  While we made
money on each of these
investments, these exits
represent the “soft landings” of
portfolio companies for which
we did not meet the
expectations we had when we
invested.  We are culling our
portfolio so that we can spend
more time with the companies that we believe will be our best returns.  The total amount
distributed pro rata to fund investors will be ~$1,096,000 representing about 9% of the
total fund.  This amount combined with two previous distributions equates to roughly
25% of the Fund being returned to date. Note: You will be receiving an email from
Fairview, our accounting firm, asking you to update or confirm your wiring information.
They will not initiate your distribution until you reply to them with this information.

Fund I Performance to Date and Industry Benchmarking

With our first capital call for Fund I going out 6 years ago and our final capital call having
been made about eight months ago, we thought it would be a good time to recap how
the Fund is doing in general.



You may recall that during our last in-person investor meeting just before the pandemic,
we discussed general fund returns.  Mark Suster of Upfront Ventures proposed a rule for
early stage VC returns that has been statistically proven out over the last decade.  Called
the “rule of thirds”,  it states basically that one-third of a fund’s portfolio investments will
be a total loss, one-third will return roughly principal only, and the remaining one-third will
deliver the lion’s share of overall fund returns.

What we did not detail in that in-person meeting was the timing around these portfolio
company events.  An early stage venture fund is not a quick return.  It takes several years
to call all of the capital, find the most promising companies, grow those ventures and
engineer profitable exits.  This is not late stage investing but rather a birthing process and
it takes time for these companies to grow up.  The VC mantra is to “fail fast” and “feed
the winners”, which means that the companies that return 0-1x of the principal usually
happen earlier in the life of a venture fund, with the bulk of returns to investors and
successful company exits coming towards the end of the fund life cycle.

Industry Ventures- Chart of Industry Averages

Cofounders Capital Fund I (to date)



The study by Industry Ventures above shows the pace of capital deployment and
proceeds for successful early stage venture funds.  While Cofounders does not anticipate
waiting 12 years for final exits, you can see that the smaller, “break-even”, or
“soft-landing” type returns always come first. Reducing the Fund’s management fee by
50% in year three and charging a 0% management fee on the Fund I Sidecar are both
outside of industry norms and very investor friendly.

There will be no more capital calls for Fund I, but there will likely be some smaller
distributions (like the ~9% return you will receive this month) before we start exiting our
most successful investments.

Taking a look at our full portfolio in the following grid, one will see that Cofounders is
ahead of industry averages and the ⅓ rule at returning capital and especially at making
small gains on the portfolio companies that most venture funds would have abandoned
as complete losses.  At the same time, we have continued to support our companies with
big return potential with our time and follow-on capital.



In summary, we are proud of our performance to date.   Even with an unprecedented
difficult past year of economic hardship, Cofounders Fund I is ahead of industry averages
on all major fund key indices:

1. We have returned more capital at this point than the average successful fund.
2. We have half the number of total losses to date than comparable funds.
3. We have more companies trending up in the “winner” category than comparable

funds at this stage.

Highlights

We already broke the news that you will
be receiving a cash distribution!
Obviously returning cash is the main
objective, but the sale of EmployUs and
ParkMyCloud helps us focus our time
and money on an even more
concentrated portfolio.

Hireology acquires EmployUs

NC based mobile hiring app, backed
by Cofounders Capital, acquired by
Hireology

IBM acquires Turbonomic (which had
acquired ParkMyCloud)

Next Capital Call

We have called all the committed capital for Fund I, so you will not be receiving any more
capital calls (unless, of course, you are in the Sidecar Fund).

Sidecar Fund

Capital Calls- We have called 50% of the capital for the Sidecar to date. We plan on
making our next capital call for the Sidecar in January 2022 for 25% of the commitment
amount.

New Investments- As mentioned above, we have made one investment out of the Sidecar
Fund since our last update ($75K in Servus Connect)

https://hireology.com/blog/hireology-acquires-employee-referral-startup-employus/
https://hypepotamus.com/feature/employus-north-carolina/
https://hypepotamus.com/feature/employus-north-carolina/
https://hypepotamus.com/feature/employus-north-carolina/
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2021-04-29-IBM-to-Acquire-Turbonomic-Building-Industrys-Most-Comprehensive-AIOps-Capabilities-for-Hybrid-Cloud
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2021-04-29-IBM-to-Acquire-Turbonomic-Building-Industrys-Most-Comprehensive-AIOps-Capabilities-for-Hybrid-Cloud


Active Portfolio Update

If you need a refresher here is a link to our website with Company Descriptions. There is a
good collection of previous news and articles about our Fund I companies aggregated on
our website here. You can read previous Fund I Investor Updates here and read the
original articles published by our team here.

Legend: (previous update, current update)
    Green - doing well, at or near plan
    Yellow - somewhat behind plan or other trouble
    Red - well behind plan and in danger of failing
    Black - shut down or sold

> GREEN, GREEN

Second Nature grew Q1 revenue by 37% in 2021 compared to Q1 2020. They are selling
a new Resident Benefits Package (RBP) product which is showing strong bookings and
should have significantly better margins than their traditional air filter sale. The new
“magic filter” continues to ramp up and the company was able to source the media for a
higher quality product and plans to begin production on that this month. The water filter
business also continues to grow.

> GREEN, GREEN

The Canopy pilot with Ace Hardware continues to progress and may lead to an
acquisition.  The company is low on cash but breaking even as the Summer progresses.
We do not anticipate putting any additional capital into Canopy.

> GREEN, GREEN

Following the Q1 $3M+ financing round led by Carolina
Angel Network I stepped off the Board and gave the
new Board of Directors and new CEO, Joe Koziak, some
time to get settled. I will be rejoining the Board meetings
starting this week as an observer. The Company is
actively building a strong patent portfolio and taking
steps to select a CRO for their clinical trials. The bulk of
our investment round will be focused on de-risking and
successfully completing these clinical trials.

http://cofounderscapital.com/portfolio-2/fund-ii-portfolio/
http://cofounderscapital.com/news/fund-i-news/
http://cofounderscapital.com/investor-updates/
http://cofounderscapital.com/resources/blog/


> GREEN, GREEN

Myxx is well positioned for the new normal of purchasing groceries online.  Food brands
have figured out that promoting their products via free shoppable recipes is an extremely
cost-effective way to garner consumers.    The company has weathered some technical
turnover last quarter and continues to outperform its 2021 forecast.   Monica, the
cofounder and CEO, is utilizing advisors to help with strategy moving forward.  Some new
functionality going live soon will be pivotal to catapulting this portfolio company forward
over the next few months.

> GREEN, GREEN

As mentioned earlier, we made an additional $125K investment into Servus Connect
since the last investor update. The investment was to secure two additional integrations
into new property management systems (Yardi and Realpage) that allowed us to sell to
their customers. We already had customers lined up that used each system, so this was a
spend well worth it since revenue was already secured. The Company is right at cash flow
breakeven, is quickly crossing 100,000 units under management, has crossed the $1M
ARR mark, and has an engaged pipeline and several pilots underway. We are very glad
we stuck with this company and bridged them through some cash crunches!

> YELLOW, GREEN

MapMyCustomers had an amazing Q2 at roughly 300% ahead of plan, however, that
momentum may be more difficult to achieve in Q3 as the revenue numbers in the annual
forecast significantly increase.  The technical and customer retention issues are being
addressed to our satisfaction.  The CEO, Ben Hartmere, and some of his team have been
working out of the Lab this quarter.   David will travel to NYC this week for a board
meeting with the team and founder, Matthew Sniff, who now manages the technical team
now.   We feel confident that with the new management team and issues being resolved,
this company is back on track and back to GREEN after more than a year in the yellow.

> YELLOW, YELLOW

Impathiq is in a much better position than it has been in over the last 1.5 years.  Trying to
sell decision support tools to hospitals during a pandemic was extremely frustrating but
hospital systems are starting to buy once again. The CEO we recruited in from
Medfusion continues to  work out well.  There are multiple acquisitions discussions



underway and one potential strategic investor, however, these deals are very fragile and
could fall apart at any time.   Our current thought is to continue to push forward towards
an acquisition although as sales continue to pick up, organic growth may also be a path
forward.

> GREEN, GREEN

Feedtrail continues to be one of the Fund I success stories. Board member, Stephanie
Alexander, has taken over as acting CEO, while former CEO/founder, Paul Jaglowski,
remains on the Board and full-time with the Company. This has been another lift by
Cofounders to make sure our remaining Fund I portfolio companies have proven
leadership running them. Our Venture Partner and Board rep, Scott Albert, has been
doing a tremendous job with the company. The rest of this year is all about sales and
growing ARR. Our new VP of Sales, Reggie Dye, has now been at the helm for 4 months.
We have money set aside in the Sidecar Fund to support this company if necessary, but
the current plan keeps us from running out of cash while maintaining aggressive growth!

Feedtrail Announces New Webinar Series Focused on Customer Centricity in Healthcare

> GREEN, GREEN

It has been a very busy quarter for Looma, mainly driven by new hires and rollouts of two
major grocery retail customers; Schnucks and HEB. The back half of this year will focus
on 1) Delivering strong programs to existing retailers, 2) Landing and executing new adult
beverage pilots, and 3) Experimenting with expanded capabilities to try and increase the
value we bring to retailers (and revenue from each customer!). With new grocery retail
customers rolling out we’ll need to raise a bridge round of financing soon, and
Cofounders is well positioned to support the Company through the Sidecar fund. There
may be follow on opportunities for our investors, so stay tuned!

Non-Active Portfolio

> SOLD

HAS Acquires Savii Care

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephaniecalexander/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephaniecalexander/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/reggiedye/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/feedtrail-announces-new-webinar-series-focused-on-customer-centricity-in-healthcare-301308306.html
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/pca-to-ceo-savii-care-set-to-grow-under-new-ownership-1027500212


> SOLD

Turbonomic Acquires ParkMyCloud

IBM acquires Turbonomic (which had acquired ParkMyCloud)

> SOLD

ELMC Acquires Tesser Health

> SOLD

Acquired by Experian

> SOLD
Hireology acquires EmployUs

> SOLD

Acquired by A-List Education

> Shut Down

> Shutting Down

Closing

Our team met last week for our Q3 strategy session, and were very happy with our Q2
accomplishments. Our overall strategy of getting a concentrated portfolio to support is
working, and we truly believe that the active companies will drive our Fund I returns. In
the majority of the remaining companies we have brought in experienced executive
leadership to take the companies to the next level, while keeping the founders engaged
and supportive (not always an easy task!). As always, thanks for the support and reach
out anytime if you have questions.

https://www.channele2e.com/technology/management/turbonomic-buys-parkmycloud/
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2021-04-29-IBM-to-Acquire-Turbonomic-Building-Industrys-Most-Comprehensive-AIOps-Capabilities-for-Hybrid-Cloud
https://www.elmcgroup.com/elmc-risk-solutions-acquires-leading-digital-health-platform-tesser-health-inc-expanding-capabilities-in-rx-management/
https://hireology.com/blog/hireology-acquires-employee-referral-startup-employus/

